Why East Asians but not South Asians are underrepresented in leadership positions in the United States
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Well-educated and prosperous, Asians are the “model minority” in the United States. However, they appear disproportionately underrepresented in leadership positions, a problem known as the “bamboo ceiling.” It remains unclear why this problem exists and whether it applies to all Asians or only particular Asian subgroups. To investigate the mechanisms and scope of the problem, we compared the leadership attainment of the two largest Asian subgroups in the United States: East Asians (e.g., Chinese) and South Asians (e.g., Indians). Across nine studies (n = 11,030) using mixed methods (archival analyses of chief executive officers, field surveys in large US companies, student leader nominations and elections, and experiments), East Asians were less likely than South Asians and whites to attain leadership positions, whereas South Asians were more likely than whites to do so. To understand why the bamboo ceiling exists for East Asians but not South Asians, we examined three categories of mechanisms—prejudice (intergroup), motivation (intrapersonal), and assertiveness (interpersonal)—while controlling for demographics (e.g., birth country, English fluency, education, socioeconomic status). Analyses revealed that East Asians faced less prejudice than South Asians and were equally motivated by work and leadership as South Asians. However, East Asians were lower in assertiveness, which consistently mediated the leadership attainment gap between East Asians and South Asians. These results suggest that East Asians hit the bamboo ceiling because their low assertiveness is incongruent with American norms concerning how leaders should communicate. The bamboo ceiling is not an Asian issue, but an issue of cultural fit.

Significance

Whereas extensive research has examined the “glass ceiling” faced by women, little research has examined the “bamboo ceiling,” whereby Asians appear disproportionately underrepresented in leadership positions in the United States. To investigate the mechanisms and scope of this problem, we compared the two largest Asian subgroups: East Asians and South Asians. Across nine studies (n = 11,030), East Asians were less likely than South Asians and whites to attain leadership positions, whereas South Asians outperformed whites. The leadership attainment gap between East Asians and South Asians was consistently explained by cultural differences in assertiveness, but not by prejudice or motivation. To leverage diverse leadership talent, organizations should understand the differences among different cultural groups and diversify the prototype of leadership.
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States, well-known companies such as Citigroup, Google, MasterCard, Medtronic, Microsoft, and PepsiCo have all been led by SA CEOs.

To understand why the bamboo ceiling may exist for EAs but not SAs, we examined three categories of mechanisms: prejudice (intergroup), motivation for work and leadership (intrapersonal), and communication assertiveness (interpersonal). In addition, we controlled for potential demographic confounds such as birth country: English fluency, education level, socioeconomic status (SES), and gross domestic product (GDP) per capita of country of cultural origin. As elaborated below, we hypothesized that cultural differences in assertiveness—but not prejudice or motivation—may distinguishably predict a disadvantage for EAs relative to SAs in leadership attainment.

Prejudice

An intuitive explanation for the bamboo ceiling is prejudice, which Allport (12) defined as “antipathy” toward a social group. Much research in the United States indicates the existence of intergroup prejudice toward nonwhites, including Asians (13–17). Nevertheless, little research has compared the prejudice faced by EAs and SAs in the United States. As one of the only studies that compared different Asian subgroups, the recent National Asian American Survey (18) suggests that SAs may experience greater prejudice than EAs in everyday life, possibly because of SAs’ darker skin tone and physical resemblance to certain Middle Easterners (19). For instance, SAs experienced considerable ethnic hostility in the aftermath of 9/11. For these reasons, we tested prejudice as an independent, intergroup mechanism of the bamboo ceiling. If SAs were in fact more likely to attain leadership positions despite facing greater prejudice than EAs, then prejudice would be unlikely to be the main reason for the leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs.

Motivation

The educational achievements of Asians suggest that they are hardworking in school (2, 8). Indeed, research finds that both EAs and SAs exert greater academic effort than whites (2). However, does this drive translate to motivation in the workplace? A survey by the Pew Research Center found that Asian Americans are more likely than other groups to agree with the statement: “Most people who want to get ahead can make it if they are willing to work hard” (3). Nevertheless, Asians have also been described as passive and obedient—slavishly following instructions rather than actively taking initiatives and expending extra effort (20).

Relatively, Asians are often stereotyped as “quants” interested in numbers (e.g., accountants) rather than “poets” interested in leadership and management (21). If this stereotype contains a kernel of truth, Asians may be less intrinsically motivated to take on leadership roles. On the other hand, research finds that Asians tend to aspire to status more than non-Asians (22) and thus may be more motivated by leadership roles. Indeed, a survey by the Center for Work-Life Policy found that 64% of Asians aspired to high-ranking jobs, versus 52% of whites (23).

In light of these mixed beliefs and findings, we tested work motivation and leadership motivation as two related intrapersonal mechanisms of the leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs. To our knowledge, no research has compared EAs and SAs on these variables, and only one study has directly compared the two groups on academic effort, finding no significant difference (2). Thus, we directly tested whether EAs and SAs would differ in work motivation and leadership motivation.

Assertiveness

According to implicit leadership theory (24, 25), individuals are less likely to attain leadership positions when their characteristics fail to match the cultural prototype of a leader, even if they are motivated to become leaders. In the United States, the prototypical leader is high in communication assertiveness, which is defined as the tendency to stand up and speak out for one’s interests and concerns when appropriate (26). American leaders are expected to be assertive because actively asserting one’s opinions signals confidence, motivation, and conviction (11, 27); nonassertive communicators may therefore be less likely to attain leadership positions in the United States.

Strongly influenced by Confucianism, EA cultures emphasize humility, conformity, and harmony rather than assertiveness in interpersonal communication (28–30). In EA cultures, assertiveness is often viewed as a threat to group stability (31). This cautionary view is reflected in Eastern proverbs like “The nail that sticks out gets hammered down” and “The loudest duck gets shot” in stark contrast to Western proverbs like “The squeaky wheel gets the grease” and “Don’t hide your light under a bushel.” In The Geography of Thought, Nisbett (32) observed that assertive communication practices common in Western cultures are less prevalent in EA cultures: “The whole rhetoric of argumentation that is second nature to Westerners is largely absent in [East] Asia. North Americans begin to express opinions and justify them as early as the show-and-tell sessions of nursery school... In contrast, there is not much argumentation or trafficking in opinions in [East] Asian life” (p. 73). Research suggests that whereas the prototypical American leader trail-blazes in front of the group, the prototypical EA leader trails behind the group as a steady protector (31). Thus, while nonassertiveness may be positively interpreted as steadiness in EA cultures, it may be negatively interpreted as a lack of confidence, motivation, or conviction in the United States (33). Relatedly, EAs’ emphasis on humility over self-promotion may result in their being passed over for leadership opportunities despite satisfactory performance (8).

By contrast, SA cultures encourage assertiveness in interpersonal communication. For example, as explained in Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen’s book The Argumentative Indian (34), there is a long tradition of argumentation and debate in India, where people “encounter masses of arguments and counterarguments spread over incessant debates and disputations” (p. 3). While cultural differences in assertiveness between SAs and EAs have not been tested, Nishimura et al. (35) have observed that Indian people tend to be forceful and lively, use overt body language, and think aloud, whereas Japanese people tend to be modest and quiet, use little body language, and think in silence.

Hence, we predicted that cultural differences in assertiveness would contribute to the leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs. Specifically, because assertiveness—a feature of interpersonal communication style in the American prototype of leadership—is encouraged in SA cultures but discouraged in EA cultures, EAs but not SAs may hit the bamboo ceiling.

Overview of Studies

To investigate both the scope and mechanisms of the bamboo ceiling, we compared the leadership attainment of EAs vs. SAs in the United States across nine studies (n = 11,030) using complementary methods. In study 1, we collected 8 y of archival data on the Standard & Poor’s (S&P) 500 companies and found that EAs were proportionally less likely than whites to be CEOs, whereas SAs were proportionally more likely than whites to be CEOs. In study 2, we surveyed a broad sample of Asian employees in large US companies and found that EAs were less likely than SAs to occupy senior leadership positions.
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To understand why EAs are less likely than SAs to attain leadership positions, two more field surveys were administered in large US companies (studies 3a and 3b) to test assertiveness and work motivation as potential mediators of the leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs. Across both studies, assertiveness—but not work motivation—emerged as a significant mediator.

Next, studies 4 and 5 examined the leadership attainment of EA, SA, and white Master of Business Administration (MBA) students at a top business school, where all students had undergone the same competitive admissions process. Consistent with study 1, studies 4 and 5 found that EAs were less likely than SAs and whites to attain leadership at the business school, whereas SAs actually outperformed whites. Again, assertiveness—but not leadership motivation—emerged as a significant mediator.

Studies 6a and 6b examined prejudice as a potential alternative explanation for the bamboo ceiling. Analyses revealed that SAs faced greater prejudice than EAs, suggesting that prejudice was not the main reason for the leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs. Finally, study 7 employed an experimental design and simultaneously tested all three focal mechanisms: prejudice (intergroup), motivation (intrapersonal), and assertiveness (intrapersonal). Despite exhibiting greater prejudice toward SAs than EAs, non-Asian Americans were more likely to endorse a SA candidate than an EA candidate for a leadership position. This effect was again mediated by perceived assertiveness, but not by prejudice or perceived motivation.

An overview of the studies on leadership attainment is presented in Table 1. Taken together, our studies demonstrate that EAs—but not SAs—hit the bamboo ceiling, and that this effect is consistently mediated by assertiveness.

All studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board of Columbia University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Participants provided informed consent.

**Study 1**

Study 1 analyzed an 8-y archival dataset of the S&P 500 companies to compare the representation of EA, SA, and white CEOs in the United States.

**Data Collection.** We collected archival data from 2010 to 2017 on the CEOs of the S&P 500 companies, which are over 500 large-cap US companies that capture about 80% of market capitalization in the United States (sourced from the ExecuComp database). Three research assistants independently tallied and cross-checked the number of EA, SA, and white CEOs based on their biographies. To calculate CEO-to-population ratio, we also sourced yearly total population data from the American Community Survey Five-Year Data collected by the US Census Bureau.

**Results.** In the population of S&P 500 CEOs, there were on average 10.38 SA CEOs versus only 3.50 EA CEOs per year (Table 2; see *SI Appendix*, Table S1 for detailed CEO and company names). This leadership attainment gap was even more pronounced after adjusting for population size, because the EA population was about 1.6 times the size of the SA population in the United States from 2010 to 2017: There were 2.82 SAs per million SAs versus 0.59 CEOs per million EAs. Intriguingly, SAs actually had a higher CEO-to-population ratio than whites in the United States (1.92 CEOs per million whites; Table 2).

**Robustness check.** We also collected data on the working population (sourced from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics), although these data were only available from 2013 to 2017 and less complete than the data on the total population. Consistent with the results for the CEO-to-total-population ratio, the CEO-to-working-population ratio (per million) was 1.12 for EAs, 5.75 for SAs, and 3.60 for whites. In other words, whereas EAs had a lower CEO-to-working-population ratio than whites, SAs actually had a higher CEO-to-working-population ratio than whites.

**Discussion.** Our analysis of the population of S&P CEOs revealed notable leadership attainment gaps among EAs, SAs, and whites. Whereas EAs had a lower CEO-to-population ratio than whites, SAs actually had a higher CEO-to-population ratio than whites. These results indicate that at the highest level of US corporate leadership, EAs are less likely than SAs and whites to attain leadership positions, whereas SAs actually outperform whites.

**Study 2**

Whereas study 1 focused on the most visible business leaders, study 2 examined more broadly whether EAs are less likely than SAs to attain senior leadership positions in large US companies.

**Participants.** With the support of an Asia-focused nonprofit organization, an anonymous field survey was distributed to Asian employees in 18 S&P 500-level companies. These companies represented diverse industries, including energy, finance, food and beverages, health care, household products, media, technology, and telecommunications. For the purposes of our research, we focused on EA and SA participants who identified the United States as their primary work location. Multiethnic participants (e.g., half-Chinese, half-Indian) were excluded from analyses. Applying these criteria yielded 858 participants who identified with an EA country (e.g., China, Japan, South Korea) and 867 participants who identified with a SA country (e.g., Bangladesh, India, Pakistan). The mean age of our sample was 39.23 (SD = 9.61), and 48.2% were female.

**Measures.**

**Leadership attainment.** Leadership attainment was operationalized as whether or not a participant currently occupied an executive/senior leadership position (1 = yes, 0 = no). Leadership attainment data were unavailable for 51 EAs and 54 SAs.

**Control variables.** We controlled for age, gender, whether a participant was US born (1 = yes, 0 = no), education level (1 = high school or below, 2 = bachelor’s degree, 3 = master’s degree, 4 = doctorate), and tenure at the current company (1 = less than 1 y, 2 = 1 y to less than 2 y, 3 = 2 y to less than 5 y, 4 = 5 y to less than 10 y, 5 = 10 y or more). Moreover, because EA countries tend to be more economically prosperous than SA countries, it is possible that EAs are more interested than SAs in moving (back) to their countries of cultural origin and thus less interested in leadership roles in the United States. To account for this possibility, we controlled for the GDP per capita of each participant’s country of cultural origin (sourced from http://data.worldbank.org/).

**Results.** Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations are displayed in *SI Appendix*, Table S3.

A significantly lower percentage of EA participants (17.0%) occupied executive/senior leadership positions than SA participants (29.5%); χ² = 34.99, P < 0.001. This leadership attainment gap was substantively similar for: 1) US-born EAs (23.0%) vs. US-born SAs (33.3%); 2) foreign-born EAs (12.8%) vs. foreign-born SAs (29.3%).
Table 1. An overview of the studies on leadership attainment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Leadership attainment</th>
<th>Tested mediators</th>
<th>Significant mediator</th>
<th>Control variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1 S&amp;P 500 CEOs</td>
<td>EA &lt; white &lt; SA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2 Large US company employees</td>
<td>EA &lt; SA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Age, gender, US born, education level, company tenure, company, GDP per capita of cultural origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3a Large US company employees</td>
<td>EA &lt; SA</td>
<td>Assertiveness</td>
<td>Assertiveness</td>
<td>Age, gender, US born, education level, company tenure, company, GDP per capita of cultural origin, English fluency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3b Large US company employees</td>
<td>EA &lt; SA</td>
<td>Assertiveness</td>
<td>Work motivation</td>
<td>Age, gender, US born, education level, company tenure, company, GDP per capita of cultural origin, English fluency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 4 MBA students</td>
<td>EA &lt; white &lt; SA</td>
<td>Assertiveness</td>
<td>Assertiveness</td>
<td>Age, gender, US born, SES, personality, semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 5 MBA students</td>
<td>EA &lt; white &lt; SA</td>
<td>Assertiveness</td>
<td>Leadership motivation</td>
<td>Age, gender, US born, SES, personality, semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 7 Profile experiment</td>
<td>EA &lt; SA</td>
<td>Assertiveness</td>
<td>Work motivation</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Studies 6a and 6b were not listed in Table 1 because the outcome variable was prejudice rather than leadership attainment. Studies 4 and 5 implicitly controlled for education level, as all students were in the same MBA program.

Because participants (level 1) were nested within companies (level 2), we further conducted multilevel logistic regressions to account for the statistical dependence among participants within the same company. The leadership attainment gap remained robust—whether with or without the control variables (SI Appendix, Table S4).

Discussion. By analyzing a large-scale field survey distributed to a set of S&P 500-level companies, study 2 provided evidence that the leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs exists not only at the CEO level (study 1) but also in broader senior leadership across large US companies. Importantly, this effect could not be explained by control variables such as birth country, education level, or the economic prosperity of EA vs. SA countries.

Study 3a

Study 3a had two purposes. First, we examined whether the results of study 2 were replicable. Second, we tested assertiveness (interpersonal) and work motivation (intrapersonal) as two potential mechanisms of the bamboo ceiling.

Participants. One year after study 2, with the support of the same Asia-focused nonprofit organization, a second anonymous field survey was distributed to Asian employees in another set of 16 S&P 500-level companies. As in study 2, we focused on the 878 EA participants and the 797 SA participants who identified the United States as their primary work location (mean age = 40.52, SD = 10.06; 45.9% female). Multiethnic participants were excluded from our analyses.

Measures.

Leadership attainment. As in study 2, leadership attainment was operationalized as whether or not a participant currently occupied an executive/senior leadership position (1 = yes, 0 = no). Leadership attainment data were unavailable for 9 EAs and 15 SAs.

Study 3a measured two potential mediators: assertiveness and work motivation. The display order of these two measures was randomized across participants.

Assertiveness. To measure assertiveness, we used the three-item scale from Wallen et al. (36): “I speak up and share my views when it is appropriate”; “I am willing to engage in constructive interpersonal confrontations”; “I am able to stand my ground in a heated conflict” (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree; α = 0.77).

Work motivation. To measure work motivation, we used two items from Brockner et al. (37): “I try to work as hard as possible”; “I intentionally expend extra effort in carrying out my job” (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree; α = 0.60).

Control variables. As in study 2, we controlled for age, gender, whether a participant was US born, education level, tenure at the current company (years), and the GDP per capita of country of cultural origin. Moreover, because individuals who are more fluent in English might be more likely to attain leadership positions in the United States, we also directly controlled for English fluency (“How fluent is your English?”; 1 = not at all fluent, 5 = native speaker).

Results. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations are displayed in SI Appendix, Table S5.

Leadership attainment. Replicating the results of study 2, a significantly lower percentage of EAs (15.4%) occupied executive/senior leadership positions than SAs (25.1%); χ² = 23.34, P < 0.001. This effect remained robust in multilevel logistic regressions that included the control variables (SI Appendix, Table S6). Again, this leadership attainment gap was substantively similar for: 1) US-born EAs (18.7%) vs. US-born SAs (27.2%); 2) foreign-born EAs (13.5%) vs. foreign-born SAs (24.7%).

Assertiveness. EAs (M = 4.93, SD = 0.75) reported significantly lower assertiveness than SAs (M = 5.08, SD = 0.74); t = −4.07, P < 0.001, d = −0.20, 95% CI = [−0.22, −0.08]. This effect remained robust in a multilevel ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression that included the control variables (B = −0.11, SE = 0.04, P = 0.008).

The Cronbach’s α of the two items was somewhat low because there was a ceiling effect for the first item, “I try to work as hard as possible,” where 61.0% of the participants selected “6 = strongly agree” (M = 5.56, SD = 0.63). Importantly, all results were robust when we used just the second item, “I intentionally expend extra effort in carrying out my job” (M = 5.19, SD = 0.98).

All results in the paper were robust when we used fixed-effects models instead.
Table 2. Study 1: EA, SA, and white CEOs of the S&P 500 companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. EA CEOs</th>
<th>No. SA CEOs</th>
<th>No. white CEOs</th>
<th>EA population</th>
<th>SA population</th>
<th>White population</th>
<th>No. EA CEOs per million people</th>
<th>No. SA CEOs per million people</th>
<th>No. white CEOs per million people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>5,511,361</td>
<td>3,130,686</td>
<td>224,895,700</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>5,594,191</td>
<td>3,423,846</td>
<td>227,160,013</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>5,691,737</td>
<td>3,367,911</td>
<td>224,288,906</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>5,802,502</td>
<td>3,516,947</td>
<td>230,592,579</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>5,943,329</td>
<td>3,693,849</td>
<td>231,849,713</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>6,091,950</td>
<td>3,917,662</td>
<td>232,943,055</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>6,188,238</td>
<td>4,101,590</td>
<td>233,657,078</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>6,350,565</td>
<td>4,348,398</td>
<td>234,370,202</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>10.38</td>
<td>441.75</td>
<td>6,896,734</td>
<td>3,665,111</td>
<td>230,596,781</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Work motivation. EAs (M = 5.39, SD = 0.64) and SAs (M = 5.36, SD = 0.73) did not differ significantly in work motivation; t = 0.88, P = 0.38, 95% CI = [−0.04, 0.10]. This nonsignificant result remained robust in a multilevel OLS regression that included the control variables (B = 0.03, SE = 0.04, P = 0.44), and was corroborated by a Bayesian t test that compared evidence for the alternative hypothesis H₁ relative to the null hypothesis H₀ (Bayes factor B₁₀ = 0.03, thus strong evidence for the null).

Mediation analysis. Assertiveness significantly mediated the effect of ethnicity (1 = EA, 0 = SA) on leadership attainment (indirect effect = −0.01, P < 0.001, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.020, −0.005]), suggesting that EAs were less likely to attain leadership positions partly as a function of their lower assertiveness. In contrast, work motivation was not a significant mediator (indirect effect = 0.001, P = 0.27, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.001, 0.005]).

Discussion. By analyzing another large-scale field survey, study 3a provided evidence that EAs were less likely than SAs to attain senior leadership positions partly because EAs were lower in assertiveness, but not because they were lower in motivation. Again, these effects could not be explained by control variables such as English fluency, birth country, education level, or the economic prosperity of EA vs. SA countries.

Study 3b

The goal of study 3b was twofold. First, we examined whether the results of study 3a were replicable. Second, in addition to current leadership attainment, we examined prospective leadership attainment, partly as a function of ethnicity (1 = EA, 0 = SA).

Participants. One year after study 3a, with the support of the same nonprofit organization, a third anonymous field survey was distributed to Asian employees in another set of 13 S&P 500-level companies. As in studies 2 and 3a, we focused on the 732 EA participants and the 531 SA participants who identified the United States as their primary work location (mean age = 39.86, SD = 10.22, 48.2% female). Multiethnic participants were excluded from our analyses.

Measures. Leadership attainment. As in studies 2 and 3a, current leadership attainment was operationalized as whether or not a participant currently occupied an executive/senior leadership position (1 = yes, 0 = no). If not, the participant indicated whether they were on track for senior leadership positions: “It is likely that I will become part of the senior leadership at my company” (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree).

Potential mediators. Study 3b tested the same two mediators as study 3a: assertiveness and work motivation. The display order of these two measures was randomized across participants.

Control variables. Study 3b used the same control variables as study 3a.

Results. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations are displayed in SI Appendix, Table S7.

Leadership attainment. Replicating the results of studies 2 and 3a, a significantly lower percentage of EAs (10.2%) occupied executive/senior leadership positions than SAs (19.2%). χ² = 19.81, P < 0.001. Moreover, among the participants who were not currently senior leaders, EAs (M = 3.38, SD = 1.43) were significantly less likely to indicate being on track for senior leadership positions than SAs (M = 3.82, SD = 1.42); t = −7.10, P < 0.001, d = −0.45, 95% CI = [−0.81, −0.46]. These effects remained robust in multilevel regressions that included the control variables (SI Appendix, Table S8).

Assertiveness. Replicating the results of study 3a, EAs (M = 4.83, SD = 0.73) reported significantly lower assertiveness than SAs (M = 5.00, SD = 0.74); t = −4.00, P < 0.001, d = −0.23, 95% CI = [−0.25, −0.09]. This effect remained robust in a multilevel OLS regression that included the control variables (B = −0.17, SE = 0.05, P < 0.001).

Work motivation. Replicating the results of study 3a, EAs (M = 5.05, SD = 0.76) and SAs (M = 5.07, SD = 0.80) did not differ significantly in work motivation; t = −0.41, P = 0.68, 95% CI = [−0.11, 0.07]. This nonsignificant result remained robust in a multilevel OLS regression that included the control variables (B = −0.02, SE = 0.05, P = 0.71), and was corroborated by a Bayesian t test (Bayes factor B₁₀ = 0.03, thus strong evidence for the null).

Mediation analysis. Consistent with study 3a, assertiveness mediated the effects of ethnicity (1 = EA, 0 = SA) on both current and prospective leadership attainment (indirect effect = −0.01, P < 0.001, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.021, −0.005]) and prospective leadership attainment (indirect effect = −0.10, P = 0.002, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.16, −0.03]). In contrast, work motivation was not a significant mediator for either of these two leadership outcomes (both values of P > 0.90).

Discussion. By analyzing another large-scale field survey, study 3b provided further evidence that EAs were lower than SAs in both current and prospective leadership attainment, partly as a function of EAs’ lower assertiveness.

Study 4

In studies 2, 3a, and 3b, we examined a broad swath of EAs and SAs in large US companies via field surveys. Despite high external validity, these surveys were susceptible to potential self-selection biases and self-report biases. For example, EAs and SAs might have differentially opted to complete the surveys, or EAs might have self-reported lower assertiveness because of cultural habits of modesty.

To address these shortcomings, we next conducted a large study to examine leadership attainment within a business school.
Study 4 involved a required class survey, in which every MBA student nominated leaders within his/her class. This design thus precluded self-selection biases. Moreover, study 4 used peer ratings (e.g., peer-rated assertiveness) to mitigate potential biases in self-ratings. Finally, we included additional control variables such as SES and personality.

Participants. Participants were 1,523 MBA students from four consecutive cohorts at a top business school (mean age = 27.91 at matriculation, SD = 2.45; 39.5% female). Of these, 292 self-identified as EA, 149 as SA, 765 as white, and the rest as other ethnicities. The students took their core MBA classes together in “clusters” of about 70 students.

Measures. Leadership nomination. As part of a required survey of a core MBA class, students nominated leaders in their cluster: “Who do you view as leaders in your cluster? Please select 1 to 5 students.” We tallied the number of times each student was nominated by other students within their cluster.

Assertiveness. One month after the leadership nomination survey, each student was rated anonymously by at least four classmates as part of a required peer evaluation (38). To measure assertiveness, we adapted the three-item scale used in studies 3a and 3b (36): “X speaks up and shares his/her views when it is appropriate”; “X is willing to engage in constructive interpersonal confrontations”; “X is able to stand his/her ground in a heated conflict” (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree; α = 0.87).

Control variables. First, we controlled for the Big Five personality traits (openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and emotional stability) as potential confounding variables. In particular, extraversion could be positively associated with both assertiveness and leadership attainment (39, 40). The Big Five were measured by students’ self-ratings on the widely used Ten Item Personality Inventory (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) (41). Second, because individuals with high SES might be more likely to emerge as leaders, we controlled for subjective SES with the widely used “ladder question” (42), which featured a drawing of a 10-rung ladder representing all of the people in the United States and asked students to place themselves on the ladder in terms of SES (1 = lowest SES, 10 = highest SES). Furthermore, we controlled for age, gender, and whether a participant was US born.

Results. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations are displayed in SI Appendix, Table S9. Leadership nomination. EAs (M = 1.35 nominations, SD = 4.70) were significantly less likely to be nominated as leaders than both SAs (M = 4.08 nominations, SD = 7.62; t = −4.00, P < 0.001, d = −0.43, 95% CI = [−4.08, −1.39]) and whites (M = 3.61 nominations, SD = 7.28; t = −5.93, P < 0.001, d = −0.37, 95% CI = [−3.01, −1.51]). Because leadership nomination was a positively skewed count variable that took only nonnegative integer values, we also performed multilevel Poisson regressions that included the control variables (SI Appendix, Table S10). Analyses confirmed that EAs were significantly less likely to be nominated as leaders than whites (B = −0.49, SE = 0.06, P < 0.001), whereas SAs were significantly more likely to be nominated as leaders than whites (B = 0.32, SE = 0.05, P < 0.001).

Assertiveness. Consistent with the results of studies 3a and 3b, EAs (M = 5.38, SD = 0.70) were rated as significantly less assertive than SAs (M = 5.74, SD = 0.53; t = −6.03, P < 0.001, d = −0.58, 95% CI = [−0.48, −0.24]). Moreover, EAs were rated as significantly less assertive than whites (M = 5.81, SD = 0.54; t = −9.38, P < 0.001, d = −0.69, 95% CI = [−0.51, −0.33]), whereas SAs were not (t = −1.32, P = 0.19, 95% CI = [−0.16, 0.03]). These effects remained robust in multilevel OLS regressions that included the control variables (Table 3).

Notably, although assertiveness and extraversion were positively correlated (r = 0.23, P < 0.001), the effect of ethnicity on assertiveness remained significant even after controlling for extraversion (Table 3, model 3). This result points to cultural differences between EAs and SAs in assertiveness beyond personality differences in extraversion.

Mediation analysis. Replicating the results of studies 3a and 3b, assertiveness significantly mediated the effect of ethnicity (1 = EA, 0 = SA) on leadership nomination (indirect effect = −0.50, P < 0.001, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.82, −0.24]), suggesting that EAs were less likely to be nominated than SAs partly as a function of EAs’ lower assertiveness.

Table 3. Study 4: Multilevel OLS regressions predicting assertiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>5.81*** (0.06)</td>
<td>5.94*** (0.24)</td>
<td>5.95*** (0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (reference category)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>−0.42*** (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.41*** (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.35*** (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>−0.08 (0.05)</td>
<td>−0.10 (0.05)</td>
<td>−0.04 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>−0.02* (0.01)</td>
<td>−0.01* (0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.17*** (0.03)</td>
<td>0.13*** (0.04)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US born</td>
<td>−0.06 (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.03 (0.04)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>0.03* (0.01)</td>
<td>0.03* (0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to experience</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.00 (0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.02 (0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07*** (0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.08*** (0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional stability</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03* (0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.01 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaike information criterion</td>
<td>2,093.46</td>
<td>2,087.86</td>
<td>2,029.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian information criterion</td>
<td>2,118.91</td>
<td>2,133.66</td>
<td>2,100.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
<td>−1,041.73</td>
<td>−1,034.93</td>
<td>−1,000.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ω²</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are displayed, with SEs in parentheses. *P < 0.05. **P < 0.01. ***P < 0.001. Ω² represents generalized R² for linear mixed-effect models (63).
Discussion. Complementing the field studies involving large US companies (studies 2, 3a, and 3b), study 4 analyzed a large MBA dataset that mitigated self-selection and self-report biases. Replicating the prior studies, EAs were less likely to be nominated as leaders than SAs; this effect was again mediated by assertiveness. Consistent with study 1’s finding about CEO representation, SAs were more likely to be nominated as leaders than whites. Importantly, these effects could not be explained by control variables such as personality, SES, and birth country.

Study 5
Study 5 had three purposes. First, we aimed to replicate and extend study 4 by examining objective leadership attainment within a business school. Second, we tested another intrapersonal mechanism—leadership motivation—to test whether EAs are less likely to attain leadership positions because they are less interested in leadership roles. Third, because academic aptitude could be a confounding variable related to leadership attainment, we also collected data on MBA students’ performance on the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT).

This study was preregistered at https://aspredicted.org/k98ey.pdf.

Participants. Participants were 3,639 MBA students from nine cohorts at the same business school in study 4 (mean age = 27.80 at matriculation, SD = 2.39; 38.3% female). Of these, 704 self-identified as EA, 329 as SA, 1,885 as white, and the rest as other ethnicities. The students took their core MBA classes together in “clusters” of about 70 students.

Measures. Leadership attainment. Per school policy, each cluster has 14 leadership positions (e.g., Cluster Chair, Social Chair, Academic Representative) filled through competitive elections. Our outcome variable was whether or not a student was elected to one of these leadership positions (1 = yes, 0 = no).

Assertiveness. As in study 4, other-rated assertiveness (α = 0.85) was measured as part of a required peer evaluation (36).

Control variables. As in study 4, we controlled for age, gender, whether a participant was US born, subjective SES (42), and the Big Five personality traits (41).

Additional variables. For another (nonoverlapping) four cohorts of MBA students (n = 1,429), we procured data on leadership motivation and GMAT scores. These MBA students (219 EAs, 126 SAs, 804 whites; mean age = 28.08 at matriculation, SD = 2.43; 33.5% female) were demographically similar to our main sample, but data were unavailable for their leadership attainment or assertiveness.

Leadership motivation. Prior to MBA orientation, students completed a career interest inventory used by career counselors (36, 43). This inventory contained ~190 different work activities (e.g., union labor leader, design a scientific experiment), and MBA students indicated their interest in each activity on a four-point scale (0 = I would not like this activity, 1 = I would like this activity somewhat, 2 = I would like this activity, 3 = I would very much like this activity). To capture an individual’s motivation to lead others, we computed a variable that averaged scores on the 25 work activities involving leadership (e.g., union labor leader, chief executive officer, mayor of a city or town, high-level government official; α = 0.93).

GMAT score. The MBA admissions office provided us with data on overall GMAT score (range: 570 to 790) and percentile (range: 57th to 99th percentile). Unsurprisingly, these two variables were highly correlated (r = 0.95, P < 0.001).

Results. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations are displayed in SI Appendix, Table S11.

Leadership attainment. Consistent with the prior studies, a significantly lower percentage of EAs (12.8%) attained leadership positions than whites (20.1%) (χ² = 18.28, P < 0.001), whereas a significantly higher percentage of SAs (26.4%) attained leadership positions than whites (χ² = 6.90, P = 0.009). These effects remained robust in multilevel logistic regressions that included the control variables (SI Appendix, Table S12). These leadership attainment gaps were substantively similar for: 1) US-born EAs (15.9%) vs. US-born whites (21.7%) vs. US-born SAs (26.1%); 2) foreign-born EAs (11.9%) vs. foreign-born whites (16.0%) vs. foreign-born SAs (26.6%).

Assertiveness. In a multilevel OLS regression that included the control variables (e.g., extraversion), EAs were rated as significantly less assertive than SAs (B = −0.25, SE = 0.05, P < 0.001). Moreover, whereas EAs were rated as significantly less assertive than whites (B = −0.31, SE = 0.03, P < 0.001), SAs were not (B = −0.04, SE = 0.04, P = 0.24).

Mediation analysis. Consistent with the prior studies, assertiveness significantly mediated the effect of ethnicity (1 = EA, 0 = SA) on leadership attainment (indirect effect = −0.22, P < 0.001, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.36, −0.03]), suggesting that EAs were less likely to be elected to leadership positions than SAs partly as a function of EAs’ lower assertiveness.

Additional analyses. Leadership motivation. EAs (M = 1.32, SD = 0.53), SAs (M = 1.32, SD = 0.45), and whites (M = 1.36, SD = 0.50) did not differ significantly in leadership motivation (F = 0.60, P = 0.55; Bayes factor B₁₀ = 0.002), suggesting that this motivational factor was unlikely to be the main reason for the leadership attainment gap among the three groups.

GMAT percentile. EAs (M = 94.25, SD = 4.42) and SAs (M = 93.99, SD = 3.90) did not differ significantly in GMAT percentile (t = 0.57, P = 0.57, 95% CI = [−0.64, 1.16]; Bayes factor B₁₀ = 0.05). Consistent with prior research (2), whites (M = 92.39, SD = 5.62) performed significantly worse than both EAs (t = −5.20, P < 0.001, d = −0.37, 95% CI = [−2.57, −1.16]) and SAs (t = −4.02, P < 0.001, d = −0.33, 95% CI = [−2.39, −0.82]). These effects remained robust in multilevel regressions with control variables.

Discussion. By analyzing the objective leadership attainment of a large dataset of MBA students, study 5 provided further evidence that EAs were less likely to attain leadership positions than SAs; this effect was again mediated by assertiveness. Consistent with the prior studies, SAs were more likely to attain leadership positions than whites. In addition, EAs and SAs did not differ significantly in leadership motivation or aptitude, suggesting that these two factors were unlikely to be the main reasons for the leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs.

Study 6a
Whereas our previous studies examined both intrapersonal and interpersonal mechanisms of the bamboo ceiling (assertiveness, work motivation, leadership motivation), study 6a tested prejudice as an external, intergroup mechanism. Using the same MBA population from studies 4 and 5, we examined whether SAs experience greater prejudice than EAs in the United States. Such results would suggest that prejudice is unlikely to be the main reason for the observed leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs.

Participants. Participants were a cohort of 470 MBA students from the same business school in studies 4 and 5 (mean age = 27.65, SD = 2.18; 42.1% female). Of these, 86 self-identified as EA, 56 as SA, 233 as white, 25 as black, and the rest as other ethnicities.

Measures. Experienced prejudice. As part of a required core MBA class, students responded to two questions adapted from Kaiser et al.
(44): “Sometimes I am treated unfairly because of my ethnicity”; “I often experience discrimination because of my ethnicity” (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree; α = 0.85).

Control variables. Similar to prior studies, we controlled for age, gender, whether a participant was US born, and subjective SES (42).

Results and Discussion. Among the MBA students, SAs (M = 3.87, SD = 1.64) reported experiencing significantly greater prejudice than EAs (M = 3.33, SD = 1.27); t = 2.18, P = 0.031, d = 0.37, 95% CI = [0.05, 1.02]. This effect remained robust in an OLS regression that included the control variables (B = 0.54, SE = 0.24, P = 0.029). Compared with both EAs and SAs, whites (M = 2.33, SD = 1.28) reported experiencing significantly less prejudice (both values of P < 0.001) and blacks (M = 5.20, SD = 1.57) reported experiencing significantly greater prejudice (both values of P < 0.001).

Study 6b

Complementing study 6a, which compared SAs’ and EAs’ self-reported prejudice, study 6b examined whether non-Asian Americans actually exhibit greater prejudice toward SAs than EAs. This study was preregistered at https://aspredicted.org/9ey86.pdf.

Participants. We recruited participants from TurkPrime to complete the short study in exchange for $0.20. Participants qualified only if they were non-Asian, native English speakers born in the United States, had an approval rate above 95% for their previous tasks on TurkPrime, and passed our attention check question (see below). These exclusion criteria yielded 339 qualified participants (mean age = 38.47, SD = 12.31; 51.9% female). Among them, 85.0% self-identified as white, 7.7% as black, 6.5% as Latino, and the rest as other ethnicities.

Design. Participants were randomly assigned to answer a series of questions about one of six Asian American subgroups: Chinese/Japanese/Korean/Bangladeshi/Indian/Pakistani Americans. We chose these six groups because the former three are the most populous EA groups in the United States, while the latter three are the most populous SA groups (45).

Procedures and Measures. Upon consenting to the study, participants first completed demographic questions on age, gender, ethnicity, education, birth country, and English fluency. Participants could proceed to the next screen only if they self-identified as non-Asian, native English speakers born in the United States.

Next, participants were informed that they would be randomly assigned to answer a series of questions about one of the many ethnicities. To clarify that our study was referring to Asian Americans, we provided a definition for each Asian American subgroup (e.g., Indian American = US-born citizen whose family roots are in India).

Prejudice. Prejudice is often operationalized as affective social distance, or antipathy toward close interactions with members of a group (46). We measured prejudice with seven items from commonly used social distance scales (14, 47). Participants were asked: “How comfortable would you be if a [Chinese/Japanese/Korean/Bangladeshi/Indian/Pakistani] American ____?” for seven everyday scenarios, including “dated your sibling,” “shared an office cubicle with you,” and “became your next-door neighbor” (1 = very uncomfortable, 6 = very comfortable; α = 0.95). The display order of these seven scenarios was randomized across participants, along with an embedded attention check question (“Please select the leftmost option for this question”).

Although prejudice is typically viewed as “antipathy” (12), research suggests that prejudice against some groups is ambivalent and thus better captured on two dimensions: warmth and competence (48). Therefore, we also compared EAs and SAs on perceived warmth and competence. Participants were asked to rate their randomly assigned Asian subgroup on warmth and competence: “How likely are Chinese/Japanese/Korean/Bangladeshi/Indian/Pakistani Americans to exhibit the following characteristics?” (1 = extremely unlikely, 6 = extremely likely). Following Fiske and colleagues (48, 49), we measured warmth with four items (warm, friendly, good-natured, sincere; α = 0.95) and competence with four items (competent, capable, intelligent, skillful; α = 0.95).

Results. An independent-samples t test revealed that (non-Asian American) participants preferred to maintain significantly more social distance from SA Americans (M = 5.06, SD = 1.15) than from EA Americans (M = 5.46, SD = 0.97); t = −3.45, P < 0.001, d = −0.38, 95% CI = [−0.62, −0.17]. This pattern was true for each of the seven scenarios (all values of P < 0.05). There was no significant difference either within the three EA groups (F = 0.04, P = 0.96, Bayes factor B10 = 0.006) or within the three SA groups (F = 1.48, P = 0.23, Bayes factor B10 = 0.025).

Compared to EA Americans, SA Americans were rated as both significantly less warm (MSA = 4.88, SDSA = 0.91, MEA = 5.12, SDEA = 0.74; t = −2.69, P = 0.007, d = −0.29, 95% CI = [−0.42, −0.07]) and significantly less competent (MSA = 5.06, SDSA = 0.90, MEA = 5.44, SDEA = 0.62; t = −4.57, P < 0.001, d = −0.49, 95% CI = [−0.55, −0.22]).

Discussion. Dovetailing with study 6a, study 6b found that non-Asian Americans exhibited greater prejudice toward SAs than EAs. These results suggest that prejudice is unlikely to be the main reason for the observed leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs. As a robustness check, we replicated these results in another preregistered study that employed a group comparative design (for details, see SI Appendix).

Study 7

As the final study, study 7 employed an experimental design and randomly assigned non-Asian Americans to view the profile of either an EA or SA leadership candidate. We tested whether they would be more likely to select the SA candidate for the leadership position yet also exhibit greater prejudice toward him (in light of studies 6a and 6b’s findings). Relatedly, we simultaneously tested the three focal mediating mechanisms: prejudice, work motivation, and assertiveness.

Participants. We recruited current employees from TurkPrime to complete the short study in exchange for $0.30. Participants qualified only if they were non-Asian, native English speakers born in the United States, had an approval rate above 95% for their previous tasks on TurkPrime, and passed our attention check question (see below). These exclusion criteria yielded 396 qualified participants (mean age = 38.82, SD = 12.59; 52.3% female). Among them, 80.1% self-identified as white, 12.4% as black, 4.5% as Latino, and the rest as other ethnicities.

Experimental Design. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions in a between-subjects design: Chinese, Korean, Indian, or Pakistani condition. We chose these four groups because the former two are the most populous EA groups in the United States, while the latter two are the most populous SA groups (45).

Procedures and Measures. Participants were asked to imagine that they were part of a leadership selection committee randomly assigned to evaluate a candidate for a senior leadership position. According to the profile, the leadership candidate was a 36-y-old, native English-speaking American born in New Jersey who held an MBA degree and had a 7-y tenure at the company. The profile
was identical across the four conditions, except for the “name” and “ethnicity” sections, which were listed as follows: A. Wang (Chinese), A. Kim (South Korean), A. Patel (Indian), or A. Bakhsh (Pakistani). These four surnames are among the most prevalent in their respective cultures.

After viewing the profile (for at least 30 s before they could proceed), participants responded to questions about perceived leadership potential, assertiveness, work motivation, and prejudice. These four measures were randomized across participants and separated by filler questions.

**Leadership potential.** We measured perceived leadership potential with the three-item scale from Porath et al. (50): “I would recommend this person as a leader”; “I believe this person possesses leadership qualities”; “I view this person as a leader” (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree; α = 0.90).

**Assertiveness.** We measured perceived assertiveness with the three-item scale used in our previous studies (36): “This person would speak up and share his own views when appropriate”; “This person would be willing to engage in constructive interpersonal confrontations”; “This person would be able to stand his ground in a heated conflict” (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree; α = 0.83).

**Work motivation.** We measured perceived work motivation with the same two items used in studies 3a and 3b (37): “This person would try to work as hard as possible”; “This person would intentionally expend extra effort in carrying out his job” (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree; α = 0.84).

**Prejudice.** We measured prejudice with the seven social distance items used in study 6b: “How comfortable would you be if this person...?” (e.g., “dated your sister”; 1 = very uncomfortable, 6 = very comfortable; α = 0.91). The display order of the seven scenarios was randomized across participants, along with an embedded attention check question (“Please select the leftmost option for this question”).

**Attention check.** After these four measures, participants completed another attention check question: “What is the candidate’s ethnic background?” Participants were disqualified if they failed to select the correct answer from a drop-down list of different Asian subgroups.

**Results.** Across the variables, there was no significant difference between the Chinese American candidate and the Korean American candidate (all values of t < 1.29; all values of P > 0.20), and no significant difference between the Indian American candidate and the Pakistani American candidate (all values of t < 1.57; all values of P > 0.12). Thus, for the rest of our data analysis, we collapsed the four conditions into two conditions: EA condition vs. SA condition.

**Leadership potential.** Consistent with our previous studies, the EA candidate (M = 4.60, SD = 0.71) was rated as significantly lower on leadership potential than the SA candidate (M = 4.80, SD = 0.70); t = −2.92, P = 0.004, d = −0.28, 95% CI = [−0.35, −0.07].

**Assertiveness.** Consistent with our previous studies, the EA candidate (M = 4.52, SD = 0.71) was rated as significantly less assertive than the SA candidate (M = 4.78, SD = 0.70); t = −3.68, P < 0.001, d = −0.37, 95% CI = [−0.40, −0.12].

**Work motivation.** Consistent with studies 3a and 3b, the EA candidate (M = 4.87, SD = 0.78) and the SA candidate (M = 4.99, SD = 0.77) were not rated significantly differently on work motivation; t = −1.53, P = 0.13, 95% CI = [−0.27, 0.03].

**Prejudice.** Consistent with study 6b, participants preferred to maintain marginally more social distance from the SA candidate (M = 5.02, SD = 0.97) than from the EA candidate (M = 5.20, SD = 0.88); t = −1.87, P = 0.06, d = −0.19, 95% CI = [−0.36, 0.01].

**Mediation analysis.** Consistent with studies 3a and 3b, perceived assertiveness significantly mediated the effect of the experimental condition (1 = EA condition, 0 = SA condition) on perceived leadership potential (indirect effect = −0.015, P < 0.001, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.24, −0.07]). In contrast, perceived work motivation (indirect effect = −0.06, P = 0.12, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.13, 0.02]) and prejudice (indirect effect = 0.05, P = 0.07, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.01, 0.10]) were not significant mediators.

**Discussion.** Study 7 provided experimental evidence that non-Asian Americans rated EAs lower on leadership potential than SAs. Consistent with our prior studies, this effect was significantly mediated by perceived assertiveness, but not by prejudice or perceived motivation. Together, these results suggest that, despite facing less prejudice than SAs and being equally motivated, EAs are less likely to attain leadership positions.

**General Discussion**

Using large samples (n = 11,030) and mixed methods (archival analyses of S&P 500 CEOs, field surveys in large US companies, MBA leader nominations and elections, and experiments), the present research systematically examined the scope and the mechanisms of the bamboo ceiling in the United States. Our studies consistently found that EAs were less likely than SAs and whites to attain leadership positions, whereas SAs were more likely than whites to do so. Importantly, cultural differences in assertiveness reliably mediated the leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs, suggesting that EAs suffer from the bamboo ceiling partly because they communicate less assertively.

**Theoretical Contributions.** This research makes important contributions to the literatures on culture, diversity, and leadership. Whereas a vast amount of research has examined the glass ceiling faced by women (51, 52), limited research has examined the bamboo ceiling. In investigating the scope of the bamboo ceiling, our research is among the first to compare the leadership attainment of different Asian subgroups in the United States. We consistently found that EAs hit the bamboo ceiling, whereas SAs transcend it. These findings shift how researchers and practitioners should understand the bamboo ceiling: It is not a problem faced by all Asians, but a cultural problem faced by EAs.

Moreover, our research sheds light on the mechanisms of the bamboo ceiling by testing intergroup, intrapersonal, and interpersonal factors. We provide evidence that the leadership attainment gap between EAs and SAs is not due to differences in motivation or prejudice: EAs were neither less hardworking nor less motivated to take on leadership roles than SAs, and SAs actually faced greater prejudice than EAs. Similarly, this leadership attainment gap could not be explained by demographics such as birth country, English fluency, education level, and SES. Instead, cultural differences in assertiveness consistently explained the leadership attainment gap, suggesting that EAs are less likely to attain leadership positions partly because their low assertiveness is incongruent with how leaders are expected to communicate in the United States.

More broadly, we contribute to cultural psychology by moving beyond the predominant East-vs.-West rubric. Whereas past research has mostly contrasted Asians with Westerners (32, 53–55), our research highlights the importance of examining the differences within the Asian umbrella.

**Practical Implications.** The present research also has important practical implications. First, rather than assuming that Asians are the model minority “doing just fine,” American organizations should be cognizant of the underrepresentation of EAs in leadership roles. Next, it is important to understand the cultural differences among different Asian subgroups. Currently, the diversity efforts of American organizations tend to lump all Asians together as a single cultural group. For example, organizations...
typically have a single employee resource group for all Asian employees. To break the bamboo ceiling, organizations need to understand how EAs’ low assertiveness may be incongruent with the American prototype of leadership. For example, EAs may benefit from communication training that focuses on assertiveness (e.g., the EA Democratic presidential candidate Andrew Yang actively practiced debate and represented the US National Debate Team in the World Championships (56)). On the other hand, while the leadership success of SAs serves as a beacon for other minority groups (57), individuals and organizations should beware of the prejudice toward SAs, which may handicap them in roles that involve close interpersonal interactions.

Critically, the onus of breaking the bamboo ceiling should not fall on EAs themselves. American organizations should evolve their implicit prototype of leadership to fit a diversifying workforce, and recognize that there can be more than one successful leadership style. For example, American organizations could benefit from EA cultures’ group-focused, protection-oriented leadership style (31, 58). By appreciating diverse leadership styles, American organizations can better leverage EA leadership talent—especially since EAs appear no less interested in leadership roles than SAs or whites.

**Limitations and Future Directions.** While our studies have identified cultural differences in assertiveness as a reliable explanation for the bamboo ceiling faced by EAs, other mechanisms may also be at play. Indeed, it remains unclear why SAs were even more likely to attain leadership positions than whites across our studies. Future studies could explore other intergroup, intrapersonal, and interpersonal mechanisms such as immigration selectivity (59, 60), and perceived physical masculinity (62).

Moreover, while the present research measured assertiveness via self-report or other-report, future research could measure assertiveness behaviorally. Finally, while our studies have focused on leadership in the private sector in the United States (which employs about 85% of the US workforce), future research could examine whether the bamboo ceiling also exists in the public sector or in other Western countries.

**Conclusion**

In summary, the current research has revealed that EAs—but not SAs—hit the bamboo ceiling, partly because EAs communicate less assertively. The bamboo ceiling is not an Asian issue, but an issue of cultural fit—a mismatch between EA norms of communication and American norms of leadership.
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